NOTES: SEE MASTER SHEET #10001 FOR SUGGESTED REINFORCING

379L AND 379L-BE CONTROL

FOR 55 RIM DEVICE (METAL DOOR)

1/2" DIA
2 HOLES

11/16" R
16
2 PLACES
(OMIT FOR BE)

11/16" R
(FOR BE ONLY)
1-3/8" D

LINE X-X CORRESPONDS TO
LINE X-X ON DEVICE TEMPLATE

CYLINDER OMITTED
FOR (BE) FUNCTION

5/16" DIA
INSIDE

LHR SHOWN
RHR OPPOSITE

5/16" DIA INSIDE
82° CSK TO 1/2" DIA

OUTSIDE
FACE OF
LOCK STILE

FOR CUTOUT ON
INSIDE FACE OF
DOOR SEE DEVICE
TEMPLATE

E379L-BE: USE 379L PREP.